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From: Ray Gallucci MJ
To: Erasmia Lois
Date: 5/25/04 9:52AM
Subject: Inspector Training for OpManAx

I believe there is a half-day inspector training on OpManAx scheduled along with that for AssoCirx the
week of July 4th (Mark - please confirm). Will John and/or Alan be able to support this? I would expect
Rebecca, Eva, Peter and Phil to enlighten us as to just what would be appropriate to "teach" to the
inspectors, given they've been doing these inspections for a long time and have been the ones teaching
us. My expectation is that we would go through whatever John and Alan have put together for the initial
draft of the Reg. Guide, emphasizing the results from the Expert Elicitation on Demo and Time Margin.
Some material on the remaining criteria can be provided at a superficial level, but I don't think we really
need to tell the inspectors what constitutes "good" indications, procedures, training, etc. Rebecca, as our
inspector representative from the Expert Panel, I would hope that you could guide us as to what we should
"teach" (perhaps using the Cooper Demo material as a template for Demo and Time Margin?). Likewise,
Peter, Eva and Phil have the inspector experience and perspective that we need.

Should we have a meeting/telecon sometime in early/mid-June once John and Alan finish the Time Margin
write-up to discuss what this inspector training should look like? Peter, should we include anyone else
from the Regions besides Rebecca (your call)? I'll be gone from 6/13-6/17 and 6/22-6/24, but I would like
to get this started prior to 6/13. Let me know your schedules over the next two weeks.

CC: ALAN.M.KOLACZKOWSKI@saic.com; Alex Klein; David Diec; Eva Brown;
jafores~sandia.gov; James Bongarra; Mark Salley; Peter Koltay; Phil Qualls; Rebecca Nease; Renee
Pedersen; Sunil Weerakkody


